Oliva U3A Committee Meeting
Thursday 21st January 2016
Oliva Tourist Office 10.30
Minutes
1. Present:
Rosa Jones, Iain Mungall, Mike Dunkley, Mick Goy, Robbie Gordon, Alan Robinson, Anja
Homburg, Jonathan Knights, John Melville
2. Apologies for absence: David McFarlane (in UK), Bernard Chiswick (in USA)
3. Minutes of the 10th December: Agreed and signed as a true and correct record. Agreed in the
interests of transparency that minutes are to be produced and circulated for approval as soon as
possible after the meeting. Once approved they will be posted to the website in advance of the
following meeting.
4. Matters Arising :
a. Breaches of procedure noted by the auditor: MG reported that work had been done to
amend the group leaders' notes and this had been circulated. There was to be a further
meeting of MG, RJ and RG to address some additional matters raised by RJ.
b. Recruitment of new webmaster: JM welcomed David McFarlane in his absence since
contact via Skype could not be established. He would take up his role as webmaster in
February.
c. Insurance Matters: A note of a meeting with the broker and a further note about the
use of disclaimers by other U3As had been circulated. It was agreed that MD should
work with DM to include appropriate disclaimers at strategic points on the website. An
item on insurance to be included in the next General Meeting. The proposal to switch
the public liability policy to Allianz will be decided at the next meeting.
d. Documentation of the Ademuz trip: In the light of criticisms raised by the auditor we
were seeking properly detailed receipts from the guide and from the hotel for the
Ademuz trip. Joe Bellinie had approached the hotel but without success. RG also raised
a discrepancy with the accounts for the trip. It was decided that IM, JM and RG should
meet to discuss the issues and make recommendations to the next committee.
e. Policies new edition: MD had previously circulated a new edition of the policy
document with updates where policy changes had been agreed. There was one policy
item at new clause 15 which had not been previously agreed at committee. After
discussion it was agreed that this should be shortened. The following wording is
suggested:
The Committee and Officers are accountable to the membership, the auditor and
ultimately the Spanish authorities for activities carried out in the name of the
Association. All U3A trips and events will be expected to conform strictly to U3A
terms and conditions. Trips and events must be notified in advance to the committee
with the exception of smaller group events which do not call in any way upon the
central resources of the U3A.
5. President's Report:
a) Appointment of auditor: JM was considering our options but was not ready to bring
this matter before committee as yet.
b) Committee Confidentiality: The committee was requested not to discuss
Committee business until the minutes were agreed as a correct record (see item 3
above). Normal committee protocols would be observed: committee decisions should
be respected by all members even where decisions were arrived at by majority vote.
c) Former Committee members: There was discussion of critical remarks made by a
former committee member. Agreed that we would respond positively and
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constructively should complaints be made formally.
6. Group Coordinator's Report:
RJ was thanked for the report circulated previously. There were no questions.
JK offered himself as the co-ordinator of the U3A Walking Group should there turn out to be
demand for such a group in addition to other non-U3A walking groups and clubs.
RJ reported that the new Art Group had started, was full, and working well.
There had been a successful choir concert.
Arrangements for a trial 'walking football' event were underway.
7. Financial Report:
The accounts had been circulated previously. The overall position was healthy. There were
no questions.
An amount of 22 Euros had been refunded in error. This was due to a credit from a previous
year which had not been cleared down. Agreed that we should appeal to the member
concerned to return the money.
8. Travel and Events:
Progress had already been reported in the Voice. AR and AH offered the following updates:
 It was hoped to run a Fallas trip to Valencia on the 17th March
 There was the possibility of a trip to Barcelona in early April - possibly combining
forces with Denia and Val de Pop U3As.
 There would be a talk by the eminent Egyptologist David Rowell on the 18th
February. Members would need to register in advance if they wanted to attend.
Venue tba.
 John Stent was organising a treasure hunt in April.
 A Benidorm trip was planned for May.

There were 25 places still available on the Oceanografic trip. There was a possibility
that there would be a shortfall on the cost of the coach. Agreed that this should be
met if necessary from surpluses within Travel and Events.
9. Webmaster's Report:
A report had been circulated previously.
IM spoke about the new Denia website and the approach from Mike Blower. He advised
caution in considering throwing in our lot with Denia. They were currently dealing with
teething problems. Although it would be cheaper, the website was leased and very vulnerable
if the developer withdrew. It would not match the utility of the WA website in a number of
important respects.
Agreed:
 Make no hasty decisions - our current contract with WA does not expire until 2017.
 We should await the report on requirements that JK was compiling.
 To wait for the advice of our new webmaster
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10. Vice President and Publicity Coordinator's Reports:
a) Children's Party - a report had been circulated prior to the meeting. JM congratulated
all involved on what might be the best party to-date. We had had some press
coverage in Female Focus but not elsewhere. MG was writing a 'format' to capture
what worked well for future use. Joe Bellinie would present photographs of the
children to the Bastidor.
b) The redrafted Payment Instructions were approved (Proposed by AR and Seconded
by JK)
IM said that the Treasurer should look at the wording on the bottom of invoices etc.
to check for consistency.
IM agreed to include both the Terms and Conditions document and the Payment
Instructions on the website as links in relevant places, and also as a tab.
c) IM raised the question of the distribution of the Voice. Currently this used a big pdf
file. This was slow to load. Some members were afraid of downloads. IM suggested
that the Voice should be provided in the form of a link to a webpage on the website. It
would be good publicity for non-members and available with back issues to readers.
Agreed that this would be a good approach.
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11. Any Other Business:
 The committee supported AR in talking to other U3As to see what activities we could
better share than do on our own.
 JM said that he would complement this approach in his meeting with other U3A
presidents.
 AR suggested that members of U3As would be interested in a debate about the
implications for British passport holders of a potential 'Yes' vote in the forthcoming EU
referendum. The consulate might agree to provide a speaker. The committee was happy
for this to be developed further

JM

AR

Oliva U3A Committee Meeting
Thursday 14th February 2016
Oliva Tourist Office 10.30
Minutes
1. Present:
Rosa Jones, Iain Mungall, Mike Dunkley, Mick Goy, Robbie Gordon, Anja Homburg,
Jonathan Knights, John Melville (in part by Skype)
2. Apologies for absence: David McFarlane, Bernard Chiswick, Alan Robinson
3. Minutes of the 21st January: Agreed and signed as a true and correct record.
4. Matters Arising :
a. Group Leaders' Notes further meeting. MG reported that a meeting had taken place
and an email had been issued to Group Leaders but there remained work to do before
the revised Group Leaders' Notes would be published. There had been some
consternation at the proposed removal of central support for photocopying costs from
at least one group leader. MD said that he did not think that the principle of groups
being self-financing was well understood. The rules had clearly been different, or
applied differently under the previous committee. What was needed was to go back to
basics and agree a common way forward with Group Leaders to avoid anomalies and
inconsistencies arising in the future. It was agreed that all members should submit
their thoughts on the re-draft of the Group Leaders' Notes to RJ. Rosa said that she
would arrange a Group Leaders' meeting so that the issues could be discussed and a
consensus arrived at.
b. Insurance policy: MD reported on meetings held with a broker in Oliva and one in
Gandia. It appeared that we could get better value than offered by the Third Party
Insurance policy we currently hold. MD advised we should give notice to the Alcoyana
company in October and enter into a better policy from January 2017. A proposal
would be brought forward nearer the time.
MD and JM were also working on obtaining a discount for members wishing to take out
Personal Accident Insurance. Details would be published when available. Our third
party insurance has never offered cover to members who hurt themselves during a
U3A activity, and members participate at their own risk.
5. President's Report:
a) MD reported in JM's absence that the current auditor was stepping down after a
number of years. JM had spoken to one Spanish company offering this service and they
would be willing to take on the task if asked. RG said he was in touch with other
potential auditors. Agreed that proposals should be brought forward to the next
meeting. The Committee wished to record their thanks to George McGee the outgoing
auditor for his service over several years.
a) IM proposed that the President's report should be drawn up in writing as insurance
against Skype failure.
6. Matters raised by former member:.
A few members had expressed a wish to know more about issues raised in connection
with the choir. The Committee was torn between the desire to be open and
transparent in our dealings on the one hand, and over-loading the membership with
information they might not want on the other.
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All were agreed that all communications should be neutral in tone and factual in
content, and designed to give interested members the information to form their own
conclusions.
It was agreed by majority that the President would send a short email summary of the
issues to all members inviting those who wished to look deeper to examine the record
on the website.
It was further agreed that:
 The audited accounts have hitherto not been available on the website. In future
the audited accounts and the audited cash statement would be made available
starting with the most recent audited annual accounts for 2014 to 2015.
 Committee minutes are already routinely published (now published before the
following meeting).
 Members would therefore be directed to the minutes; the relevant accounts;
the auditor's report and, when available, the Group Leaders' revised Notes.
 The forthcoming revised Group Leaders' Notes will demonstrate how the
Committee has addressed the issues raised about the funding of all the groups
including the Choir. We will discuss with Group Leaders whether they support
the principle that groups should be self-financing except in exceptional
circumstances. The aim is to ensure equal access to help from central funds for
all groups based on need (this does not, of course, mean that all groups will
receive the same, or any support)
 A reading of the minutes will demonstrate that the Committee positively
encourages debate on all topics and has not denied any member the right to
speak at any U3A meeting.
 The Committee agreed that legal advice should be taken in respect of the
recent unfortunate event at the January General Meeting.

RG, JK

MD, AR

Preparations for the forthcoming GM and AGM were briefly discussed.
7. Group Co-ordinator's Report:
 The Committee thanked IM for agreeing to co-ordinate both walking groups. IM was
building a team of 'helpers' to spread the workload.
 The new Art Group was progressing well. Arrangements
8. Financial Report:
 The monthly accounts had been held back pending resolution of the issue of refunds.
 These credits were the result of members in the past paying for cancelled trips, where
refunds had not been recorded in the Wild Apricot system. The result was that
members were shown as owed money when they were not. Agreed that all the
relevant entries from 2014 to September 2015 should be cleared down in WA. The
difficulties of sorting out historical transactions caused by the Wild Apricot system
were such that it was also agreed that in future members who did not receive/claim a
refund (which required providing the Treasurer with their IBAN number) within 3
months of the event would lose the right to claim one.
.
9. Travel and Events Report:
 It was regretted that the Oceanografico trip had been cancelled because of insufficient
takeup refunds were being processed to members bank accounts where IBAN numbers
were available.
 AH reported that the Barcelona trip would now be considered for later in the year and
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possibly in conjunction with other U3As to ensure viable numbers.
A trip to Sevilla was currently still under consideration for June.
We were still looking for someone to host the Benidorm Palace trip - there were fears
that it was too expensive, and that perhaps we would do better to concentrate on
more economical one-day excursions.
Only 16 people had registered for the presentation by the distinguished Egyptologist to
date.
MG said there were 17 seats left for the Fallas trip in March - probably 7 or 8 short of
viability as yet.
It had been impossible thus far to find a speaker on the EU Referendum

10. Webmaster's Report:
 IM reported that the issue concerning EU safe harbour of WA servers had largely been
resolved. Canada was an acceptable 'safe harbour'.
 JK would amend a conflict arising with the U3A's Data Protection Policy.
11. Vice President and Publicity Coordinator's Reports:
 There was nothing to report.
12. Any Other Business:
 We had received helpful official advice on how to register to vote in the EU
referendum for those not already registered. This would be placed on the website and
brought to members attention in the Voice.
 Two invoices for £48.89 and £81 respectively were presented for approval. This was
expenditure that had been incurred largely in the production of 500 name badges for
members. The refund (in Euros) was approved but it was noted that prior approval
should besought in future, and that a cheaper solution might well be available

MG

Oliva U3A Committee Meeting
Thursday 10th March 2016
Oliva Tourist Office 10.30
Minutes
1.

Present:
Rosa Jones, Iain Mungall, Mike Dunkley (late), Mick Goy, Robbie Gordon, Alan
Robinson, Jonathan Knights, John Melville (by Skype)

2.

Apologies for absence: David McFarlane (in UK), Bernard Chiswick (in USA),
Anja Homberg

3.

Minutes of the 14th February: Agreed (proposed MG, seconded RG) and signed
as a true and correct record.

4.

Matters Arising:

a.

The Group Leaders Meeting and Notes - progress: RJ proposed that there should be RJ
a group leaders' meeting on the 31st March. This was agreed (prop AR sec. JK).

b.

Selection of new auditor - proposals: JM proposed Pablo Faus for the role. RG had
an alternative proposal and would seek a meeting to explore. Decision deferred to
April meeting.

c.

Report back from Daniel Herranz: MD reported back on the meeting with Daniel. The
legal advice was that the Committee had acted properly in relation to the unfortunate
expulsion of a member- Lewis Rudge. This decision would require the ratification of
the General Assembly. There was no legal basis for any of the claims made by LR for instance that residency or lack of Civic/Civil Rights invalidated membership of the
Committee.

d.

AGM - Committee agreed:

RG



As explained by AR the AGM should as always be for members only. This would
ensure that only members were available to vote.



AR to circulate last year's AGM agenda and to invite Daniel to attend the meeting.
Detail of the AGM would be discussed at the April meeting.

AR



Notice to go out to members early to maximise attendance. As usual Members
would be encouraged to submit questions to the Secretary in advance of the
meeting.

JM



RJ agreed to liaise with the Councillor responsible for the CPC.

RJ

5. President's Report:
a)

The decision on the auditor is to be deferred until April.

b)

MD explained the timetable for changing insurers - notice would need to be
given in October and the new policy to be in place in January 2017.

c)

JM and RG discussed the detail of a membership application. There was
apparently no matter of principle/policy involved.

MD

6. Secretary's Report:
a)

The committee discussed the suggestion that another venue other than the
CPC might offer better acoustics and other facilities. AR suggested there were
two options - the Polivalent and the tiled building opposite the Escuela
d'Adultes . Agreed the Secretary would investigate availability as from
MD
September this year.

b)

There had been a pre-meeting attended by some but not all the committee on
the 3rd September 2015 at which a subsidy of 150 Euros for the Ademuz
trip was discussed. The issue had then been placed on the agenda of the full
committee meeting on the 10th September. Committee had agreed to accept
the proposal from the pre-meeting and to pay from the Travel and Events
Account. This was covered in the minutes, but the amount of money (150
Euros) was not recorded. In order to complete the audit trail and remove any
doubt it was unanimously agreed that this explanatory minute should be
included in these March minutes, (proposed AR seconded JK).

7. Group Coordinator's Report:
a) Unfortunately Graham Flowerdew's art class was in danger of closure due to
high costs.
b) There was a possibility of a new leader for the Jazz Group.
c) The Rock and Roll group was no longer viable due to lack of numbers.
d) The U3A walking group was being re-launched and would meet regularly
twice per month on alternate Wednesdays - the first and third Wednesdays of
the month.
8. Financial Report:
The financial report would be late (approx 7 days). There was a problem with
PayPal that needed to be resolved. All historic credit issues had now been
dealt with. RG requested authority to purchase a hard drive for storage of
financial information at a cost of 40 Euros approximately. This was agreed
(propd JK, Secd MG)

9. Travel and Events:


The Benidorm Palace and Barcelona trips had been postponed until the
autumn.



The Novelda trip was proving difficult to finalise. The quarry had deemed our
proposed visit as too dangerous. This trip would also be postponed to the
autumn to allow further work.



Tina Bellinie had suggested a trip to Elche and a vineyard. It was hoped this
might run alongside the proposed Novelda trip in May.



The costs for the Sevilla trip were still awaited from the agency.



The Treasure Hunt with John Stent was being progressed.



As normal there was no activity planned for June, July or August.

10. Webmaster's Report:


The request from Keith for the placing an advert was denied unanimously as it
is against policy to use the website for adverts unless there is a clear benefit to
members not available to the general public. Keith had wanted to send an
Email blast to all members



The committee discussed the issue of security of personal information. The
rules on this are very strict in Spain (Daniel Herranz). The use of harvested
emails by any individual was unlawful. The Committee felt that in retrospect the
decision to make email addresses and telephone numbers invisible on the
website had been justified and should be further encouraged amongst all
members. All members should be encouraged to use BCC (Blind carbon copy)



Committee was anxious to know when David McFarlane could take up the
reins as webmaster. JM said he would contact David.

11. Vice President and Publicity Coordinator's Reports:
MG reported that the Voice would appear next week. JK reported there had
been no publicity.

12. Any Other Business:


It was agreed that former members wishing to rejoin should be processed
through the membership secretary.



AR reported that the Ademuz trip might be repeated but this time on a fully
independent basis.

JM

U3A Committee Meeting - 10:30am - 14 April 2016
CPC Meeting room
1. All Committee members present except for Mike Dunkley. Apologies received from
Mike as he has to attend a funeral.
2. Welcome to David McFarlane our new Webmaster.
3. Minutes for last meeting 14 March were approved and confirmed that they are
published on U3A website.
4. Matters arising:
Auditor Pablo Faus will be approached to perform the U3A Account process. Likely
cost is €100/year. Proposed: Mick Goy, Seconded: JMKnights. John Melville and
Robbie Gordon will meet with Pablo to discuss requirements in detail.
5. U3A AGM Notice should be sent out in the next two weeks if possible to give
members an opportunity to table questions and also identify nominations for
committee members. The notice must remind members that they must bring their
membership cards to votes.
In addition is was discussed that the four main Committee members are only
permitted to stand for three years on Committee in these roles.
Iain Mungall (Webmaster) and Rosa Jones (Groups Coordinator) will step down
from their roles in the next year. Iain Mungall was willing to stand as an Ordinary
Member. Rosa said that she found the role of Groups Coordinator very time
consuming and asked if it was possible that she could be relieved of the role.
It was proposed by Jonathan Knights, seconded by Alan Robinson, that Bernard
Chissick offered to 'job share' with her and she said this would help. It was
suggested that Rosa should be retained on the Committee as an ordinary member
with the role of Communicator to the Spanish Community. This was carried
unopposed.
There is an ongoing need to encourage members to get involved in joining the
Committee and sharing the roles' activities.
6. President's Report
Nothing new to report.
7. Secretary's Report
Jonathan Knights read out the email from Mike Dunkley regarding the meeting with
Oliva CPC representatives.
It was agreed we should examine the advantages/disadvantages of moving the
U3A monthly meeting from the CPC to the Polyvalent building in Oliva.
We should formally invite Yolanda to the U3A Showcase meeting. She can just
attend to watch activities or speak if she desires.
8. Group Coordinators Report.
There was useful feedback from the Group Leaders. Two suggestions that were
put forward were discussed in detail.
It was agreed at this point what should be done was that Rosa and Bernard should
send an email to Group Leaders asking them to identify their estimated annual
future (or past) costs/expenditure and so we can better assess the potential
financial impacts. Many group leaders absorb some of their personal expenses
without recovering costs.
The proposal that the Spanish learning group should be excluded from commercial
photocopying restrictions was discussed but it seems that it may be better to move
to a situation where students were encouraged to buy their own Spanish learning
book as detailed by the teacher. Also the teacher should be paying for the
photocopying as it is part of her role. (NB: It is breach of copyright to photocopy

parts/all of books for teaching!).
The Jazz Appreciation group will be restarted on Thursday 21st April in CPC at 46pm.
The Choir has a new Director (Philip Ashley) in place.
The Walking group has restarted after the resignation of the last leader. Two
successful walks have been led by Iain Mungall each with about 20 members.
9. Treasurer's Report
Nothing unusual to report except that Robbie will investigate a January entry of
(negative) -€135.70 for Photocopying. This may be a typographic error.
Robbie was asked about the existence of a Petrol Claim form for Group Leader. He
was not aware of such a form but will investigate.
10. Travel Coordinators' Report
The trips to Albufiera and LLadro was fully booked.
The Novelda trip had 41 bookings (15 unpaid) and 14 spaces available. The
residual places will be opened to non-members this weekend.
The Sevilla/Cordoba trip in May had 12 places booked at this point.
11. Webmaster Report
Dave McFarlane reported that he will take over as soon as possible but awaits a
good internet connection.
Dave also proposed that we could examine the use of Facebook as a possible
medium for communication with members.
Action: Dave to create a closed FB group for our examination and testing.
12. VicePresident and Publicity report.
Next Voice will be released 15th April.
13. AOB. End of Year Party - It was suggested that we should also examine if this
could happen at El Eden restaurant rather than Viva Espana. Action: Mick Goy to
feedback to Tina Belennie
14. AOB. Suggestion box has provided two suggestions.
◦ The next years memberships cars should be printed so that it was easier to read
the name of the member. The current layout makes it difficult to read the name
as the year details obscure the name. It was agreed that a change of layout
would be examined for use in the next year.
◦ There should be some clear way to identify our U3A Meeter/Greeter of new
members. It was suggested that a sash was a good way to provide this clear
distinction. This was agreed by all present.
16. AOB. Mick Goy suggested that a lanyard might be a better way of holding the U3A
membership cards. The current clip and plastic strap break and are difficult to
attach to clothes. Proposed: Mick Goy, Seconded: JMKnights
Meeting closed 12:36

Oliva U3A Committee Meeting

Actions:

Thursday 12th May 2016 - Oliva Tourist Office, 10.30 a.m.

Minutes
1. All Committee members present except for David McFarlane.
2. Mr Ron Colcombe was introduced and he indicated the range of skills and experience he
was able to offer the U3A. JM thanked him and congratulated him on coming forward to
answer the president's plea for help and involvement by the membership.
3. Apologies for absence: Apologies received from David McFarlane.
4. Minutes of the previous meeting 14th April (already agreed and posted to website).
Agreed and signed

5. Matters arising in previous Minutes unless covered elsewhere in the agenda:
It had been agreed in principle to ask Pablo Faus to carry out the next audit. JM and
RG would visit next week to finalise details.

JM RG

6. President's Report:
a) JM introduced a discussion on the agenda for the AGM. The quorum for the AGM
is 33% of the membership, equating to 165 people. However the constitution
provides that in the event of there being no quorum at the starting time of the
meeting there will be a delay of 30 minutes and the meeting may then proceed and
those present will form a quorum. It was agreed that in the likely event that 33%
were not present at the start we should ask Daniel Herranz to address the
members on developments in tax law to make use of the 30 minutes before the
AGM could be called to order.

JM

b) The minutes and the accounts would not be printed in hard copies for the meeting.
Instead JM would send out an email to ask members to consult the documents on
the website and make their own copies if required. However the agenda of the
meeting would be produced and copied for members attending.

JM/MD

c) JM would report on activities for the year. There had been no questions tabled by
the 10th May. As was normal any questions requiring lengthy debate would be
deferred to AOB, or to a future meeting.

JM

d) There was only one nomination for each of the officer posts and three ordinary
members. Four officers, and a minimum of two ordinary members were required in
order to form a committee. Therefore there would be no need for an election.
e) After discussion it was agreed that the membership fee should remain at 7 Euros
per annum.
f) It was proposed by JK and seconded by RG and unanimously agreed that the
outgoing treasurer Pauline Hammond should be made an honorary life member.

Actions:
g) JM felt that the current constitution was deficient in several respects. Agreed that
this matter should be discussed at the next meeting with a view to starting the
process of agreeing changes to put to the members at the next AGM or at a
specially convened General Meeting.
h) RJ asked about the recruitment of a new Group Co-ordinator. BC kindly offered to
take on the role in the event that no-one else came forward.

7. Secretary's Report:
a) MD outlined a request from Deborah Grant. It was agreed that we would welcome
a promotion of the book written by U3A members of Val de Pop. The September
meeting would be the most appropriate, and we would request that profits should
be directed to our chosen charity. AH stressed the need to work together with other
U3As whilst preserving our own autonomy.
b) Agreed that RJ and MD would approach Yolanda Pastor and invite her to the
showcase event.

RJ MD

8. Group Co-ordinator's Report:
a) The Ballroom Dancing Group had been short of members and was starting a 6week course teaching one dance per week. RJ had also assisted a change of
timing from Friday to Wednesday. These tactics had increased attendance.
b) Jazz Appreciation was now underway and would hopefully develop.
c) The recruitment drive for the choir had been successful and it now had some 35
members.
d) RJ would email all group leaders to seek showcase entries.
e) RJ emphasised the large additional workload caused by the 'tickbox system'. It was
agreed that DM should look at this problem as a matter of urgency.
f) IM reported that Tina Bellinie had attended a public meeting about the tiger
mosquito and had written a short report. IM said he would email members and MG
said he would incorporate in the next Voice.

MG

9. Webmaster's Report:
a) IM would hand over the website to DM this weekend.

IM

b) JM proposed a vote of thanks for the huge amount of work put in by IM as
webmaster. This was supported enthusiastically by the whole committee.
c) IM emphasised the need to keep the Webmaster informed of any changes.

ALL
d) Website Report: JK took the committee through the conclusions of his website
report.

The main options were as follows:


Do nothing: continue with Wild Apricot (WA). This was currently costing some 100
Euros per month - it was functional but had some 'glitches' and shortcomings.



Develop a customised solution that is a complete or near fit to the requirements
identified. This is technically feasible but brings with it a different set of challenges.

The committee:


Agreed that putting off this decision until after August 2016 could force a decision
to stay with WA due to the short time scale.



Wanted to establish that development would be affordable, and that the
development would be cost-effective in the longer term - it was noted that an
assumption would have to be made about the need for ongoing development post
launch.



Members tried to get a clearer picture of the likely timescale given the need for an
overlap with WA.



JK emphasised the large amount of effort that would be required to construct a
detailed brief and set of flow charts for every aspect of a new system. This would
be a document hundreds of pages long, but would be essential to the success of
the project.



The location of the server might be an issue but JK felt that this was not a critical
path matter at this stage.



Any development was likely to be led by JK and DM. The committee asked for DM
to present his recommendations to committee in June to enable a decision to be
made.

DM

10. Financial Report:
There was only one query on the accounts relating to a payment by JM
11. Travel and Events:
a) AR reported - a member had raised a question concerning the booking of events by
couples where one party was not a U3A member because not yet resident in Spain.
The committee felt that members should continue to have priority in terms of
booking. The non-member had the option of becoming a member at relatively low
cost and a broad view was taken in regards to eligibility for membership. Secretary to
reply.
b) MG informed committee that the end of year party suggested by Tina and Joe Bellinie
would be held at Moli Canyar in Potries -7.30 pm for 8pm dinner. The ticket price at 20
Euros was for dinner and dancing. Drinks after dinner would be at guests' expense.
There would be a raffle on the night and committee agreed to a loan of 250 Euros
from central funds to allow the purchase of star prizes. Proceeds after the return of
250 Euros to go to charity. The members of committee each agreed to donate a small
prize. There was little likelihood that the event would be over-subscribed and
therefore exceptionally would be available to members, family and friends from the
outset.

MD

ALL

12. Vice President's Report:
a) Simon Russell of Euro Weekly News had contacted the Secretary. MG would
follow this up, and hopefully obtain positive publicity for the U3A.
b) Committee agreed (prop. BC Secd. RJ) the purchase of lanyards from Hong
Kong (Euros 69.74) plus safety clips to a total value of 142.44 Euros.

Actions:
MG
MG

13. AOB:
a) JM spoke of a possible presentation/speaker for next year on the subject of the
Marie Rose. Noted that other U3As sometimes pay speakers.
b) Showcase: RJ was emailing group leaders. It was agreed that seating should be
on either side with a performance area in the middle. The Bastidor was this
year's charity and would be invited to attend for a presentation ceremony.

RJ

Oliva U3A Committee Meeting
Thursday 9th June 2016 - Oliva Tourist Office, 10.30 a.m.

Actions:

Minutes
1. All Committee members present except for Jonathan Knights.
JM welcomed members especially new member Ron Calcombe to the first meeting of the new
committee.
2. Apologies for absence:
Apologies received from Jonathan Knights.
3. Minutes of the previous meeting 12th May.
These were agreed and signed

4. Matters arising in previous Minutes unless covered elsewhere in the agenda:
There were none
5. President's Report:
a) Recruitment of Group Co-ordinator:
One interested party had contacted JM for further information. She was a Spanish speaker.
JM was following up. MG would continue with the plan to advertise in the Voice.
b) Constitutional Changes:
AR, MD and JM would form a sub-group to examine the constitution for areas where it could
be made more appropriate or efficient.

AR JM
MD

c) Suggestion received from member about 'external affairs':
After some discussion it was concluded that U3A should remain open to all kinds of positive
interaction with our host community and other bodies but we did not feel that there was a need
to appoint an officer to champion this.
d) Feedback from Costa Blanca U3A Presidents meeting: .
It was agreed that there was room for closer co-operation on trips and other larger events.
Other U3As were looking at their constitutions which might be informative. A suggestion had
been made about obtaining third party insurance in one policy covering all local U3As and
sharing the cost on a pro-rata basis.
6. Secretary's Report:
a. Invitation to Yolanda Pastor:
Yolanda had been invited and had agreed to attend the showcase event.
b. Potential use of Polivalent:
Yolanda had been very helpful and the Polivalent was available to us for monthly meetings
next year if desired. Agreed that JM would inspect to check details like the availability of tables
and storage for books. Rosa explained that she had previously filled in a 'Solicitud' to book the
CPC - this could be done once for the whole year. The Secretary said he would undertake
this task for the Polivalent; (the Group Co-ordinator would need to do the same for the CPC).

JM MD
BC

c. The Secretary apologised and said that he had not yet sent round draft minutes for the AGM
but would do so shortly

Actions:
MD

7. Group Co-ordinator's Report:
a) Showcase Arrangements:
RJ outlined the programme for the showcase. There would be contributions from line dancing;
choir; poetry; sing and play; and sequence dancing. RJ would send the complete listing to JM.
b) Invitation to Bastidor and amount of donation:
The Bastidor had been invited and 3 or 4 would attend. RG reported there was 345 Euros in
the charity account. MD reported that the Spanish classes would contribute 70 Euros. BC
proposed and AR seconded a motion that we would top these amounts up and donate 500
Euros. The motion was passed unanimously.

RJ

MD RG

c) The Poetry Anthology:
These would be available in return for a donation of c. 1 Euro. Proceeds to charity.
d) There was a possibility of DM setting up an IT group. RJ would do an email blast and it would
be advertised in the Voice. Coaching would be based on the book 'Computing for the Over
50s'. The difficulty was in making arrangements for people using different operating systems
and different devices - tablets and laptops. The required skills in each case being different.
e) JR said she would prepare notes on the role of the Group Co-ordinator.

RJ

RJ

8. Financial Report:
a) Appointment of auditor:
JM reported that Pablo Faus had been formally appointed, but had yet to agree all
details with RG
b) RG reported that he was now paying bus companies and tour guides etc himself
via the bank whenever possible. Following accounting difficulties in the previous year it was
much easier to operate where possible on a cashless basis. This conflicted with the proposals
received from IM and Joe Bellenie for the 2016 Ademuz trip, which involved payments in cash.
The Committee wanted to support this valuable activity, and appreciated that the organisers
were trying to obtain the best possible price on behalf of members by paying in cash. The
consensus however was that the U3A should not put itself again in a position where it might
not receive official receipts, and be unable to account fully to the auditor for relatively large
amounts of money passing through the accounts. A compromise was suggested whereby the
organisers could make use of the U3A registration system but collect cash and make
payments separately i.e. not through the U3A account. IM said he thought that the trip might
be organised through the Denia U3A. JM said he would try to find a way forward and speak to
the individuals involved.
9. Travel and Events:
a) End of Year Bash
The original booking for 100 places had been extended to 120. Of these 113 were already
taken. The organisers wished to withdraw the request for a loan to purchase prizes - agreed at
the last meeting. All raffle proceeds were to go to 'Make a Smile.' All attendees had paid bar 3
couples.

RG

JM

Actions:
b) A and AH were putting together a programme for next year. Hopefully this
would be published in the Voice. They would not be planning any longer trips except in
conjunction with other U3As to make it more likely that coaches could be filled.

AR AH

10. Webmaster's Report
a)
U3A website decision:
DM and JK were to meet on JK's return. Until then we were not in a position to make a
decision. As a result it looked as if we would need to purchase an additional year from Wild
Apricot (WA), since we would not be ready when the current contract ran out in 2017. WA
were putting up their prices and JM would enquire to see whether would could 'peg' the price
at the current rate. If the WA price continued to rise as currently this would put considerable
pressure on the members subscription at 7 Euros per year.

DM JK

JM

11. Vice President's Report:
a)

Simon Russell of Euro Weekly News:

MG had managed to get 4 lines in a local paper covering the wine walk. Simon had now given
way to Keith. It was hoped to get better coverage for the Make a Smile donation.

b)

Lanyards etc.

These were on the way and would be ready for September.

12. AOB:
a) JM said we would make a decision on the charity for next year at our next meeting.
b) DM had obtained a report that showed that the membership had low rates of interaction with
the website. We should monitor the use of the website and seek ways to make it more
attractive and relevant. This led to a discussion about whether we could find ways to involve
and support any isolated non-IT savvy people - particularly those living in outlying areas.
c) Committee agreed the funds for the purchase of flowers by RJ for the Showcase

ALL

Oliva U3A Extraordinary
Committee Meeting
Thursday 16th June 2016 - CPC

Minutes
1. Present: AH, RJ, IM, JM, MD, MG, RG,

Actions:

2. Apologies for absence:
Apologies received from Jonathan Knights, Bernard Chissick, Ron Calcombe
3. Method of Payment:

After discussion the committee agreed to incorporate the following resolution into existing
U3A Policies:

MD

a) Members or others paying money into the Oliva U3A can choose to do so by PayPal, bank
transfer, or by paying cash at the bank only.
b) As far as practicable all payments from bank funds to third party suppliers must be made
through the bank by the Treasurer from Oliva U3A bank funds. The use of cash for purchases
over 50 Euros is strongly discouraged, and will only be approved by the Treasurer in
exceptional circumstances. Group activities not involving any official U3A accounts are not
affected and will continue to be wholly at the discretion of group members.
Proposed by AR and seconded by RG - all in favour with one abstention.
4. PayPal:

The cost of PayPal is variable and can amount to 7% on small sums. It was agreed that
estimated PayPal costs should be fixed in consultation with the Treasurer and included in the
quoted price for a trip or event.
Proposed by MG; seconded by AR and passed unanimously.
5. Event and Registration:

Existing guidance (see Travel and Events Guidance) was reaffirmed as follows:
The Travel and Event registration system is the official system for the Travel and Events Coordinator, or group or event leader to register people for an activity. Registration may be
made without payment; alternatively money may be accepted through normal payment
channels (bank transfer or PayPal). There will be no cash transactions (except cash paid at the
bank). Group Leaders who wish to handle cash for their events may do so but the cash is
collected by them and held at their own risk. Invoices connected to all activities may be paid
by bank transfer or credit card. Refunds (normally restricted to medical reasons) will be paid
through the bank.
6. The Ademuz Trip:
The Committee was keen to support the trip which had been highly successful in the past.
However, it was of great importance following discussions with the auditor to avoid the
accounting difficulties that had arisen last time. The Committee voted:
To take down the current Ademuz website posting, revise and replace immediately if
the trip is proceeding.
The required revisions were:

JM

o Payments to be accepted by PayPal (as advertised) but also by bank
transfer or cash at the bank.
o Full payment to be made in two stages - deposit (as currently) and final
payment - with appropriate deadlines.
o The price of the trip to be reviewed to include the full estimated cost of
PayPal (in consultation with the Treasurer); confirmed room rates at the
hotel etc.
Proposed MG, seconded AR, all in favour with one abstention.
It was however agreed not to take down the current registration regarding the Ademuz Trip
before the weekend in order to allow time for JM to discuss the above with Joe Bellenie.
7. Any Other Business:
RJ reported that a member had offered to run a bowls group at El Cid near Benidoleig. There
would be coaching and equipment hire. RJ said she would email members, and MG said he
would place an item in the Voice.

JM

RJ

Oliva U3A Committee Meeting
Thursday 8th Sept 2016 - Oliva Tourist Office, 10.30 a.m.

Actions:

Minutes
1. Apologies for absence: Apologies received from Anja Homburg, Alan Robinson
2. Minutes of the meetings held on the 6th June and the 16th June were agreed and signed
(prop. RG sec MG)

3. Matters arising in previous Minutes:
a) Recruitment of Group Co-ordinator: RJ explained that Joe Bellenie had offered
to help with administration for 1 year. JM said that there would be adverts in the Voice
and on the website. The search continues for a replacement. It was agreed that the
post does require some Spanish.

b) Constitutional sub-group: A constitutional sub-group consisting of JM, MD and
AR would take on the task of deciding what if anything should be changed.

JM

AR MJ MD

4. President's Report:
a) This year's charity - choice: Cancer Research (Spanish branch) (prop. BC, secd.
JK). BC to check for the Spanish version of Cancer Research UK. JM confirmed that
this did not preclude the support of other charities through the year.

BC

5. Group Co-ordinator's Report :
a) Proposed bowls group: This was meeting for the first time on Monday 12th Sept.
at El Cid. There seemed to be plenty of interest.
b) Proposed IT group: this would be advertised when suitable premises with internet
connection were found - CPC wifi currently not working.
c) Two new potential Spanish language groups were having initial meetings in the
beginning of October.
7. Financial Report:
a) Subscription Payments wrongly posted to Travel A/c
A number of people had wrongly posted subscriptions to the Travel Account. JM
had undertaken to list these for RG for re-posting to the General Account. MG
suggested a 'renewals button ' on the front page of the website - this would take
members straight to the correct account. JM agreed to undertake this.

JM

b) Multiple payments in one total one member had managed to pay his subscription
4 times over. There was a discussion about the need to make refunds back through
PayPal in order to keep the accounts straight. Details to be discussed outside the
meeting. Noted that this was delaying the issue of the monthly accounts.
c) RG suggested that expenses should be paid directly to individual bank
accounts by the Treasurer. This would entail group leaders and others giving bank RJ JM
account details to the Treasurer. To be discussed at the next GL meeting. The

committee supported the suggestion.

Actions:
d) RG raised the question of the poetry book. In June the committee agreed to pay
50 Euros towards the cost. The poetry booklets were to be exchanged for a
donation of 1 Euro. In the event no money was collected. Moreover there had
been a mistake in the production of the booklet that was not attributable to printer
error, resulting in an increased total cost of 90 Euros. After discussion the
Committee unanimously agreed to pay the 90 Euros. An appeal for donations
would be made at the next General Meeting. The Committee wished to support
worthwhile causes, but would be more cautious in future.
e) Payment Instructions:
IM explained that payment instructions were absent on the travel and event
invoices. Agreed that there should be a note on the website and in the Voice. MG
would discuss the issue with AR on his return.
8. Secretary's Report:
a) Use of the Polivalent for monthly meetings: Following discussion at the
Committee in June MG and MD had met with Yolanda Pastor and visited the
Polivalent. The acoustics are much better, as is the audio-visual system. Parking is
easier than the CPC. It was agreed to try the new venue from September; however
there is now a clash with a Council-run event and we will remain at the CPC for the
September meeting and meet at the Polivalent in October. There is however no
storage for group boards - JM will discuss with group leaders at the Group Leaders
meeting. RJ will fix a date. DM explained why he needed internet connection for the
General Meetings. MD had been told by the Ajuntament that there was no wifi.
Agreed that MD DM and JM should visit to test for connectivity via telephone or via
dongle.
9. Travel/Events: MG reported in AR's absence.

36 people had booked for the November trip to Valencia. If the trip proceeded it
would be at a small loss.


A coach trip to visit Make a Smile with lunch included had been planned.


There was a choice of three 'Black Friday' shopping trips to Madrid, Barcelona
or Gibraltar arranged through Gandia Tours.


The date of the Christmas Party had been set for 6th December.


This was not to be confused with the Children's' Christmas Party for which a
date had not yet been set.

10. Webmaster’s Report:
a) U3A website decision: following discussions with JK it had been decided to stay
with Wild Apricot - however there would be some changes. The front page of the
website would be re-organised. Down the left hand side would be a number of links
to other pages. However the majority of space would be given over to a blog. All
committee members would be asked to contribute to make this a portal between the
Committee and the members and hopefully to improve membership use of the
website, which is currently very low. DM's ambition was to move this blog to a
Facebook page once established. Some committee members did not use Facebook,

MG

JM
RJ
MD DM
JM

but it was pointed out that newer members increasingly used social media and we
needed to move with the times.
b) Community project - Museum Translates - DM showed a cutting about Friends of
the Museum in Javea (AMUX) who had translated information about displays into
French to assist tourists and other visitors. DM asked whether the U3A could undertake
a similar exercise in Oliva providing English and perhaps other translations for the
museum or other Council depts. MD agreed to approach the Ajuntament to see if there
was support for the idea.

Actions:

MD

11. Vice President and Publicity Co-ordinator's Reports:
a) The Voice - the statistics although not conclusive seemed to indicate a gradual
improvement in readership.
b) MG was now in contact with all the local newspapers
c) The lanyards had arrived and would be distributed on the 22nd Sept. at the GM.
12. Any Other Business
 Agreed the Drama Group could sell tickets outside the hall at the GM
 There were a number of disabled email addresses - MG to deal with this but
JM wished to vet the list before action was taken.
 Group Leader IT training - RJ to speak to DM before the next Group Leaders'
Meeting
 MD raised a request on behalf of Pam Hume - Pam wished to offer a taster
course of 5 free lessons in Valenciano. Committee agreed there was no
problem in advertising a free service via the U3A.
 JM asked members to update their profiles and send these to him
.

MG
RJ

All

Oliva U3A Committee Meeting
Thursday 13th Oct 2016 - Oliva Tourist Office, 10.30 a.m.

Actions:

Minutes
1. Present: JM, MG, RC, DM, BC, MD, RJ, AH, JK (part)
2. Apologies for absence: Apologies received from Robbie Gordon, Alan Robinson,
Jonathan Knights (part of meeting)
JM read Iain Mungall's letter of resignation which committee received with sadness.
Committee asked the Secretary to write to IM to express gratitude for his huge contribution particularly toward rebuilding the website.

MD

3. Minutes of the meeting held on the 8th September were agreed and signed

4. Matters arising in previous Minutes:
a) There had been no response to the Voice advert for a Group Co-ordinator. It was
agreed that we should repeat in the Voice stressing that this could be a dual role. It
was suggested that Pauline's Advanced Spanish group or John's conversation class
.might have someone with adequate language skills.

b) MG reported that both the General Account and Travel Account details appeared
on some payment documents which was confusing.
c) Museum Translates: Secretary reported that an approach had been made to the
Ajuntament but no reply received as yet.
d) Member profiles - MD reminded committee that JM had asked for profile updates
to be sent to him.
e) MG raised the question of disabled email addresses. DM said that group leaders
should be spreading the message about the importance of having a valid email
address. It was agreed to raise the matter at the next GM. We should delicately point
out that the lack of an email could be a problem on the death of a partner. It would
also make it harder to obtain member's priority on trips. JM agreed to phone all those
listed as not having a valid email address.

ALL

JM

5. President's Report:
a) This year's charity: BC produced details of the Spanish equivalent of Cancer
Research - Centro National de Investigaciones Oncologicas CNIO, as requested by
the previous meeting. Committee now felt our official charity should have a more local JM
connection. JM's proposal that we would hold to the original CNIO decision if there
was a local representative (who could for instance provide information or attend a
meeting) was agreed. If not we would review a full list of local charities and discuss
again at a future meeting.

RJ JM

5. Group Co-ordinator's Report :

Actions:

a) The Group Leaders' meeting had been successful and useful.
b) It was emphasised that all U3A groups need a designated leader.
c) Pilates was changing its name to Body and Core Control to avoid confusion.
d) The choir had several public engagements - Gandia (8/12); Polivalent (9/12); Viva
España (13/12) and the Residencia de los Ancians.
e) We had hoped to have two new intermediate Spanish groups on Tuesdays but only
one was now going forward.
7. Financial Report:
JM asked if website fees were due - DM said he was dealing with this.
MG said that he believed the audit report was finished.

DM

8. Secretary's Report:
There was nothing to report
9. Travel/Events:
a) MG reported that there was still a viable number of people for the Make A Smile
trip despite 2 possible medical withdrawals (refunds at the travel co-ordinator's
discretion).

AR AH

b) AH initiated a discussion on the cut-off point for trips. After discussion it was
AR AH
agreed that the travel co-ordinators would make a judgement call where the
anticipated loss on a trip was less than 50 Euros. Where the loss was greater than 50
Euros the Committee's views should be sought. JM pointed out that the Travel
Account was in surplus and that we did not want to disappoint people who had signed
up to a trip just because we were marginally short of the break-even number. Some
losses could be off-set against more popular trips and underwritten by the existing
surplus. AH suggested that slower take-up of trips might in part be due to the current
weakness of the pound.
c) AH reported: No trip in January; February: Sagunto; March : monasteries; April:
Murcia.
10. Webmaster’s Report:
a) DM had circulated a new design for the logo - this was agreed (prop. MG second.
BC)
b) DM said he would deal with all communications as soon as possible. He suggested
that we should consider using the phone more often to avoid slipping into an email
culture.
c) DM said he was producing process guides for each role in the committee - these
would be particularly useful if members were absent for any reason.
11. Vice President and Publicity Co-ordinator's Reports:
a) MG reported that the Voice was out this weekend. Agreed that single column was
the preferred format for reading on screen but double column was more economical
for printing.

b) Polivalent: The next GM would be at the Polivalent. Acoustics and parking were
better but there were downsides in the form of the need to move books, boards and
tea-making equipment from storage. The biggest drawback was that there was no
wifi. Phone connectivity was poor suggesting that data transfer would be slow. This
might inhibit live blogging at meetings. DM was given authority to purchase a
'dongle' at reasonable cost if he felt this would be useful. (MG prop. BC second.)
12. Any Other Business
 BC requested and committee agreed that there was no objection to a British legion
collection outside the next GM.
 JM requested the next Committee be brought forward to the first Thursday in
November (3rd) - this was agreed and TI informed.
 JM said that Group Leaders would be asked to supply simple stats (attendance etc.)
on their groups.
.

Actions:

ALL

Oliva U3A Committee Meeting
Thursday 3th Nov 2016 - Oliva Tourist Office, 10.30 a.m.

Minutes
1. Present: John Melville (JM), Mick Goy (MG), Ron Padcol (RP), David McFarlane (DM),
Bernard Chissick (BC),Mike Dunkley (MD), Rosa Jones (RJ), Anja Homburg (AH), Jonathan
Knights (JK) , Alan Robinson (AR), Robbie Gordon (RG)
2. Apologies for absence: There were none for the current meeting but JK informed
Committee that he would be unavailable to attend until the February meeting, as he was
travelling abroad.

Actions:

3. Minutes of the meeting held on the 13th October were agreed and signed

4. Matters arising in previous Minutes:
a) Recruitment of the Groups Coordinator: there had been no progress. Agreed
to keep up the pressure. RJ said we should make clear to allay anxiety that she
was still in post, and we were not seeking to make an immediate transfer of all
functions.
b) Member profiles: JM reported he was still waiting for updated committee
member profiles for the website.
c) Missing email addresses: The number was down to 19. JM had contacted half
of these to date. It would be difficult to reduce the number significantly as many of
these were people who were unfamiliar with, and resistant to the use of IT.
5. President's Report:
a) This year's charity: JM had contacted CNIO. They had no local representation at
all, and were entirely Madrid-based. AR said he was on the track of a cancerresearch charity based in Gandia. It was agreed not to pursue further the
appointment of CNIO as our official charity for the year, and to defer a decision
pending further information.

b) Website attack and recovery: JM noted the work done on this especially that
achieved by DM. Discussion deferred to item 10 on the agenda.
c) Feedback from the Guardia Civil: It had taken more than 3 hours but RJ had
finally managed to lodge a 'denuncia' with the Guardia. Committee expressed its
gratitude to RJ. A copy of the police report will be scanned and circulated to
committee. Should further information come to light we will be able to make a
supplementary report to the authorities.
6. Group Co-ordinator's Report :
a) RJ had emailed Group Leaders to provide their groups with information whilst the
website was down.

MD

b) The Ademuz trip had been most successful.

Actions:

c) The leader of the Creative Writing Group was going away for 3 months, but the
group would continue in his absence.
d) Badminton Group: AR reported that it was a victim of its own success. More courts
were needed to accommodate increasing numbers of players. Committee supported
the idea of an approach to the Ajuntament but only after we had had a full
discussion with the centre manager.
7. Financial Report:
a) Payment of website fees: These had been paid on 30/9/2015 and covered the
period to September 2017. It was noted that DM would report on available options
for a website provider in March 2017.
b) Audit Report: the accounts were ready for delivery to the auditor tomorrow.
c) September Accounts: These were unanimously approved by the Committee
(Prop: MG, Sec: AR). Noted that the cash account was now mostly about donations.
RG
JM asked for sight of the Cash A/c to year end.
8. Secretary's Report:
a) Use of the Polivalent for monthly meetings: Committee was broadly in favour of
continuing with this experiment. The acoustics are better but committee agreed that
a microphone should nevertheless be used. MG offered to check on the price of
clip-on microphones. RJ agreed to phone Yolanda Pastor to check on
arrangements for setting up and opening up for the next meeting.
b) Insurance Change Proposals: Committee discussed proposals for third party
insurance received via our auditor Pablo Faus. Our current insurer had been given
notice of non-renewal. JM said there was a possibility of setting up group insurance
for a number of U3As in the Costa Blanca. The decision between the two proposals
was delegated to the Treasurer and Secretary.
9. Travel/Events:
a) AH reported that all scheduled trips were proceeding as planned.
b) MG reported that 59 people had booked for the Christmas party, and 61
vacancies remained. The event would be promoted in the Voice.
c) MG reported that the trip on the 30th November was under-subscribed - however
the projected loss was less than the agreed 50 Euro threshold and the trip would
go ahead.
10. Webmaster’s Report:
a) DM reported that the website was now largely restored and incorporated
improvements. There was now a schedule of Events on the front page, and a
Calendar (not yet fully populated) on another page.
b) There was currently an intermittent problem with logging on - this was for WA to
address. There was however a work-around by clicking on the 'Home Page'.

MG
RJ

MD RG

c) Security and Passwords: Committee discussed proposals from Iain Mungall
including the use of more secure passwords. DM reported that requiring all
members to change and improve passwords was desirable but not practicable.
However those with 'Admin Rights' would need stronger passwords and
heightened security. A process document was coming.

Actions:

d) Emergency Response Plan: At present there was no full WA recovery plan.
Everything would need to be done at our end. We would need to protect the Blog
and the Comment pages from robot access. Jotform may become redundant.
e) Back-up Procedure Plan: This had been circulated for comment. WA did not offer
a back-up and reload service whatever they may have said in the past. We would
need to take our own copies. A schedule was proposed to share this work-load. A
U3A drop box account would be established. Data would be downloaded to Excel
spreadsheets and placed in the drop box with an additional memory stick back-up.
Frequencies to be agreed. DM agreed with AR's comment that training for
individuals on the Committee would be needed. DM suggested that in future
members might register annually for groups through the website rather than
informally via Group Leaders. This would improve our information about activity
levels in groups and ensure that participants were all bona fide members of the
U3A. However several members foresaw problems with this approach and further
consideration and discussion is required.
f) Wild Apricot and Mandatory Data Retention: WA was registered in Canada but
operated in the US. Canada required data retention for 12 months: whereas there
was no requirement in the US. DM had contacted WA to remind them of their
obligations.
g) Dongle: DM had bought a dongle for use in IT training.

ALL

11. Vice President and Publicity Co-ordinator's Reports:
a) Christmas Party 6th Dec: the Committee was asked to contribute prizes to the
raffle (deliver to next GM)
b) Voice: to be published on the 15th - items to be sent to MG.
c) Christmas presents for Children: DM said it would be useful to have a list of
ideas for suitable presents.

JM

12. Any Other Business:
 RG asked about the rate for calculating travel expenses. JM agreed to
research.
 AR informed the Committee that he would not be standing for re-election
next year.
.

JM

Oliva U3A Committee Meeting
Thursday 8th Dec 2016 - 61 Avenida Font D'en Carros, 10.30 a.m.

Minutes
1. Present: Mick Goy (MG), Bernard Chissick (BC),Mike Dunkley (MD), Rosa Jones (RJ), , Alan
Robinson (AR), Robbie Gordon (RG)
2. Apologies for absence: John Melville (JM), Ron Calcombe (RP), David McFarlane (DM),
Anja Homburg (AH), Jonathan Knights (JK)

Actions:

3. Minutes of the meeting held on the 3rd November were agreed and signed

4. Matters arising in previous Minutes:
a) Recruitment of the Groups Coordinator: there had been no progress. Noted that
Joe Bellinie had offered to take on the role if no candidate was found. Efforts to
continue in the New Year.

All

5. President's Report:
a) This year's charity: Alan and Ann-Marie were on the track of a Spanish cancer
research charity that, although national, had local representatives. In principal
committee was happy to support this charity subject to further investigations by AR.

AR

b) Missing email addresses: Noted that there were some 19 members without a
working email address. This included one Group Leader. After some discussion it
was agreed that MG should attempt to reduce the numbers where possible and
make a new approach to the group leader concerned.

MG

c) Calculation of Travel expenses: RG described the work he had done on the
subject. He proposed a rate of 0.45 Euros per kilometre. This was agreed
unanimously. MG undertook to amend the website accordingly.

MG

6. Webmaster’s Report:
MG and MD reported back on a meeting that they had had with DM a few days previously.
a) Web Security: administrative access for the committee had been implemented
according to the structure contained in a recent email from JM. DM was still
working on a means of giving group leaders the access they needed. The intention
was that group leaders should have access to events calendars, and to relevant
group pages and email.
b) Software Review: DM intended to introduce 'Dropbox' which would be a much
more efficient and secure means of storing back-up information. It would dispense
with the need to exchange memory sticks as previously. Training would be
provided. RG currently using and discovering problems with 'Quicken' accounts
package. This was out of date (2001). DM would check 'backwards compatibility'
i.e. if we updated the software could we still read previous years' data?

DM

c) Website: The 'Blog' had proved unsatisfactory and would be withdrawn. However
we would retain two forums - one for communication between members, and the
other for buy, sell, swap. The general forum would have a 'subscribe me' button.
This would be an extra channel of communication beside email blasts, The Voice
and General Meetings. It was proposed from next year to make joining a group a
self-service process. Members would sign-in to a group or groups on an annual
basis. This would generate more meaningful group lists, which would enable group
leaders to communicate via the website with group members, as well as providing
more information centrally. The use of private email lists was a security and legal
issue. This system would also assist in ensuring that group members were paid-up
U3A members.

Actions:

d) Process Documentation: What this meant was a stage by stage bullet point list of
JM, MD
how to perform any role on the committee - President, Secretary, Treasurer, Travel
RG, AR,
Co-ordinator, group Co-ordinator, Vice - president etc. The purposes were to
AH,
RJ, MG
provide a 'how-to' guide to a new person taking on a role, and secondly to analyse
what we do and seek efficiencies including the better use of IT resources. It was
agreed that this could only be done in outline for the Treasurer role. Committee was
asked to send drafts to DM. There would be further discussion at the January
meeting with the aim of completing the task in February.
7. Group Co-ordinator's Report :
a) RJ had emailed Group Leaders to ask them to check the group's calendar, and to
ask for new photos and text where required to restore the website. There was a
discussion about the calendars. It was agreed that there was a need for both a
smaller group calendar and an annual calendar to allow for longer-term planning.
b) Rosa was in touch with a (free) ukulele group operating in Vergel. Agreed there was
no problem either in advertising this group to members or seeking to set up an Oliva
U3A ukulele group subject to interest.
8. Financial Report:
a) The Audit Report was ready the presentation had been delayed until January at
the President's request. The committee felt that this delay was unjustified and
requested that this be recorded in the minutes. The audit report was a matter for
the Treasurer, and the decision about when to present it to the committee was one
for the Treasurer as the responsible officer. The Committee bore a collective
responsibility for managing the U3A's affairs. If the Committee was to operate as a
team it was important that all officers stuck to their roles, and did not, perhaps
through an excess of zeal, cause confusion by straying across lines.
b) November Accounts: the accounts were complete and would be emailed
separately. A problem with 'Quicken' had meant that several months accounts had
had to be re-worked, and this had delayed matters. Committee thanked the
Treasurer for his efforts.
9. Travel/Events:
a) MG reported back on the recent Gandia Tours trips. He had collated all the
feedback (positive and negative) and would take the feedback to Gandia Tours.

MG

b) AR reported that there would be no trip in January. The February outing would be
a day trip to Sagunto. Booking would open in the first week of January in order to
comply with the agreed 6-week lead time. The monasteries trip would now be in
March.

Actions:

10. Secretary's Report:
a) Insurance Change Proposals: MD reported that in accordance with the decision
at the November Committee RG and MD had consulted and agreed on the
PlusUltra Seguros third party insurance, and this would come into force on
January 1st. 2017.
11. Vice President and Publicity Co-ordinator's Reports:
a) Press coverage: a report on the Ademuz trip had been submitted but not been run
in any of the papers. MG would try again with a report on the Christmas party.

MG

b) Voice: this would appear next week. There was a new format which was intended
to make it easier for readers to handle a longer document.
c) Communication: MG felt the Committee was not communicating as fully as
previously. It was agreed that we should all make efforts to keep each other abreast
of important developments.

All

12. Any Other Business:
a) The Committee agreed to an expenditure of approximately 75 Euros to topup the presents for the children's party.

AR MD
b) AR and MD agreed to carry out a review of the constitution as had been
planned earlier in the year.
c) There was a shortfall of some 70 Euros on the Christmas Party. The raffle had
made a profit of 635 Euros. The table decorations had been 'sold' to the British
Legion for 50 Euros. It was agreed (proposed BC; seconded RG) that the
whole 635 Euros raised in the raffle should go to the intended good cause; the
50 Euros raised in exchange for table decorations should be used to defray
costs and the balance of c. 20 Euros to be met from general U3A funds.
The meeting closed at 12.07

.

